OUR SERVICES

Coached Tours

- Tours to all National Parks, national museums and historical sites based on professional experience for individuals or groups.
- We can tailor make packages to suit your needs and interests.

Experiences

- Mountain Climbing, beautiful beaches, massage, weddings, photography, classic cars, night life, and much more!

Transport & Transfers

- Hire a car or book a transfer! Choose to explore your destination at your own pace or have someone meet & greet you.

Accommodation

- We undertake lodge reservations on behalf of our customers at discounted rates in selected apartments inside the city and also in the countryside
- Organization of conferences inside the country.

Contact Us

Palco Hotel
Room 108
Calle 146 e/ 11 y 13
Playa, La Habana, Cuba.
reservations@cubaplustravel.com
www.cubaplusmagazine.com
www.cubahealthquest.com
+ 53 5354 1171
+ 1 305 280 7333

www.cubaplusmagazine.com
ABOUT CUBAPLUS

During the last 15 years, we have published the magazine Cubaplus, fundamentally to promote the island’s tourism.

CUBAPLUS TRAVEL

TRAVEL WITH A PURPOSE

A main aspect of the cubaplus magazine is that it informs about the possibilities that Cuba offers to those who decide to vacation in this destination.

A PERSONALIZED SERVICE

We offer various programs according to your requirements, and also tailor-made services in a way you can have an unique experience inside Cuba.

1

HAVANA VIEJA CITY TOUR (4 HOURS)

Cuba’s capital is almost 500 years old and a riot of color. Brightly painted buildings and vintage cars make Havana a photogenic dream. Also staying in local homes provides an unique experience.

2

ONE DAY VINALES

The Viñales valley, located in the western Cuban province of Pinar del Río and declared by the UNESCO Humanity’s Natural Heritage in 1999. One of the most recommended destinations to visit inside Cuba.

3

ONE DAY VARADERO

Varadero it’s the most famous Cuban beach, but it’s way more than that. For example, a gourmet destination. That’s why International Bartenders Association (IBA) choose it to host an event to assess the techniques and styles of Cuban bartenders.

4

CLASSIC CAR TOUR

A vintage convertible car is the first thing that should come to mind when you think about Cuba. This country is like a big car show where you can find colorful and well-preserved motor vehicles from the 1950s and 1940s.

5

THE HEMINGWAY TOUR

Motivated by the life and work of Ernest Hemingway. Includes visits to the monument dedicated to Hemingway in the town of Cojimar, Sloppy Joe's Bar, Floridita, and Finca Vigia.

6

ONE DAY TRINIDAD

Trinidad is located in the heart of Cuba, enchants every visitor with its intoxicating spirit, a mixture of the enigmatic past and a captivating freshness after 500 years of existence.